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This Behaviour Policy includes racist behaviour and anti-bullying procedures

Rights Respecting Schools
We are a Rights Respecting School (RRS). The Behaviour policy links to
Article 28: Children have the right to a primary education. Discipline in schools should respect children’s dignity.

Introduction:
This policy applies to all Thameside staff: teachers, teaching assistants, admin and premises staff, lunchtime support
staff and volunteers.
Thameside Primary School follows the therapeutic thinking approach to behaviour which is endorsed by Brighter
Futures for Children (responsible for delivering Children’s Social Care, Early Help and Education services across
Reading).
Therapeutic thinking is an approach to behaviour that prioritises the prosocial experiences and feelings of everyone
within the dynamic. Prosocial is behaviour which is positive and benefits other people or society. Unsocial behaviour
is where there is a lack in effort to behave sociably in the company of others, but not to the detriment of others.
Antisocial behaviour is that which causes harm or distress to an individual, a group, to the community or the
environment. All children have the right to learn in a safe environment and antisocial behaviour infringes on these
rights.
This policy uses advice from the DfE publication ‘Mental health and behaviour in schools’ November 2018 which aims
to support Thameside Primary School to support pupils whose mental health problems manifest themselves in
behaviour i.e. our policy is based on how children are feeling and how we make them feel.
Thameside Primary understands that when children experience a range of emotional and behaviour problems - that
are outside the norms for their age –they are categorised as experiencing mental health problems such as: Emotional
disorders, conduct disorders, developmental disorders, attachment disorders and trauma disorders, eating disorders,
habit disorder somatic disorders and psychotic disorders.
At Thameside, we also recognise that types of SEND increase the likelihood of mental health problems; for example,
children with autism or learning difficulties are significantly more likely to have a mental health problem. In addition,
children in need, looked after children and previously looked after children are more likely to have SEND and to
experience the challenges of social, emotional and mental health problems.
‘Mental health and behaviour in schools’ (p.14) identifies risk factors such as social disadvantage, family adversity and
cognitive or attention problems and recognises that children exposed to multiple risks are much more likely to
develop conduct disorders (typically internalised behaviour) or behaviour problems (typically externalised behaviour).
Thameside Primary understands that risk factors can be counterbalanced by protective factors and that, in order to
promote positive mental health, it is important that the school uses these protective factors to enable pupils to be
resilient when they encounter problems and challenges.
Protective factors in the school:





Clear policies on behaviour and bullying
Staff code of conduct
‘open door’ policy for children to raise problems (at Thameside, this includes our worries and wishes pupil
voice box)
A whole-school approach to promoting good mental health
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Good pupil to teacher/school staff relationships
Positive classroom management
A sense of belonging
Positive peer influences
Positive friendships
Effective safeguarding and Child Protection policies
An effective early help process
Understand their role in and be part of effective multi-agency working
Appropriate procedures to ensure staff are confident to raise concerns about policies and processes, and
know they will be dealt with fairly and effectively.
Source: ‘Mental health and behaviour in schools’ (p.15)

Policy aims and beliefs:
We aim:








To support a therapeutic approach to behaviour
To promote the inseparable link between teaching, learning and behaviour
To improve staff confidence and safety
To support the inclusion of those with difficult or dangerous behaviour
To support Brighter Futures for Children to reduce and eliminate exclusions
To give staff the tools to understand, not simply suppress, behaviour
To ensure all children within our school dynamic receive the behaviour approach they need

This policy is how staff at Thameside are going to help behaviour to change.
We believe:






Everyone in school has the right to feel safe both physically and emotionally.
Everyone in school has the right to be treated with respect.
Everyone in school has the right to learn without distraction.
That we can teach behaviour, not control it
Positive experiences create positive feelings. Positive feelings create positive behaviour.

Staff commitment:
Fundamentally, all staff at Thameside have high behaviour expectations for all pupils. Staff need to know how to
promote pro social behaviour and manage difficult or dangerous behaviour, and to have an understanding of what
behaviour might be communicating.
All staff should focus on de-escalation and preventative strategies rather and focusing solely on reactive strategies.
Actions by staff are based on important principles:
1. It is the inappropriate behaviour that is rejected, not the child
2. Adults should keep the situation calm
3. A child’s success at reducing inappropriate behaviour should be acknowledged
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4. Children must be guided to accept responsibility for their actions (conscious or unconscious) and their
consequences, both intended and unintended. It is our professional responsibility to challenge inappropriate
behaviour and we should not take or deal with incidents in a personal way.
Equity:
In keeping with Thameside’s ‘Equality Scheme & Accessibility Plan’, we are an inclusive setting who knows that
promoting equality of opportunity does not mean all children should be treated the same i.e. we focus on what
children need to succeed and not what they want.

Equality is treating everybody the same.
Equity is giving everyone what they need to achieve
success.

Therefore, some children require a differentiated
approach with their behaviour.

How we teach behaviour at Thameside:
At Thameside, we recognise that it is not about controlling children’s behaviour but about teaching behaviour.
Behaviour can be taught in various ways:












Thameside’s personalised PSHCE curriculum
Relationships
Role modelling
Advocacy of the school values
Consistency
Routines
Prioritising prosocial behaviour
Planning alternatives to antisocial behaviour e.g. prosocial ways of accessing rest breaks for those who need
to leave the classroom
Rewards and positive reinforcement (we do not use bribes)
Feedback and recognition
Comfort and forgiveness

Praise and encouragement are widely used in managing children's behaviour in order to promote positive self-esteem.
Children will learn that it is their behaviour that can be unacceptable not themselves as individuals.
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Good behaviour is expected from all pupils at all times and will be acknowledged through:
1. Verbal personal and constructive recognition by adults and peers.
2. Informing parents/carers of their child's achievements through a Values Postcard or text message
3. Class or key stage assemblies.
4. Certificates presented in Celebration Assemblies.
5. Being presented with the ‘can’t do it yeti’ in KS1
6. A position of responsibility e.g. prefect, school council, peer mentor, librarian
7. Proud clouds in EYFS, Star of the Week in KS1
8. Marvel at My Maths tweets
9. Work celebrated on twitter and Facebook and/or photocopied and sent home for parents
10. Values ambassador badges in Year 6

Recording and monitoring behaviour at Thameside:
School staff are committed to challenge the behaviour of any pupil which involves physical violence or abuse, threats,
verbal abuse, theft and damage to personal or school property. This includes all forms of bullying or racism. Behaviour
that is unacceptable will result in consequences. These are designed principally to aid children to recognise why their
behaviour is unacceptable and to give them the opportunity to change it.
The Behaviour Ladder (see appendix 1) is designed to ensure that all children have the opportunity to achieve high
standards in school. Words, actions and consequences are clearly laid out in the behaviour ladder and it is the
responsibility of the member of staff to follow the agreed order of escalation when behaviour incidents need to be
passed on to more senior staff. There is a second version of the Behaviour Ladder that has been written for Lunchtime
Support Staff (LSS).
Behaviour in class will be monitored and recorded by class teachers and other adults working with the child on our
online reporting management system (CPOMS). It is imperative that the details of one off and ongoing incidents are
filled in accurately and immediately as this will form the evidence to trigger further support. Any emerging patterns of
unacceptable behaviour will be discussed with the Inclusion Manager and a Therapeutic Plan - collaboratively written
with the pupil, parents, class teacher, Headteacher and Inclusion Manager – may be required.
Playground behaviour will be monitored by class teachers when on duty. Serious issues will be reported to the
Headteacher. Serious incidents and a repeating pattern of minor incidents such as constant interruption of the play of
other children or incidents of a physical nature, which upset others, will be followed up initially by class teachers but
the SLT will be kept informed.
The role of the parents in supporting behaviour is key. Parents should be informed of any ongoing concerns at the
earliest opportunity by the class teacher. The Head Teacher/Deputy Head/Inclusion Manager will inform parents of all
very serious Level 4 incidents involving their children (see appendix 2 for letter template).
Any teachers in need of assistance to manage behaviour in their classroom will use the school’s radio system or send
an appropriate child for support. Through their response, staff will always do their best to disempower antisocial
behaviour and consider the feelings of all children present when assisting with an incident.
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Radio script:




To request help: ‘Please could we have some help in _________’
To request a specific person: ‘Miss Rollinson, please can you come to _____________’
To request immediate support: ‘I need help now in ________________’

When in person:




Offering help: ‘I am here to help’. An adult should reply with ‘Can you _________?’
Telling someone to change adult: ‘More help is available’. Please note – if this is said to you, you must swop
places with another adult
If you want to ask someone for advice: ‘What do you suggest?’ Reply should start ‘I suggest ______’.

Three key areas of behaviour to report:




Inappropriate behaviour including bullying
Racial harassment
Sexual harassment *
*Procedures for dealing with sexual harassment will be the same as for bullying.

All incidents of racial and sexual harassment must be recorded and reported. The racial incident file must be
completed including notes on action to be taken and who is to be informed. It is vital that such incidents are recorded
in order that there is a method for noting the pattern and frequency of incidents. This data, plus action taken, will be
reported annually to the Governing Body, parents and the Local Authority.

Racist behaviour:
The pupils will be taught that racism is unacceptable and will not be tolerated.
What is a racist incident?
"…. any incident which is perceived to be racist by the victim or any other person." The Macpherson Report.
"The purpose of this definition is not to prejudge the question of whether a perpetrator's motive was racist or
not...(but) rather to ensure that investigations take full account of the possibility of a racist dimension to the incident."
Home Office Code of Practice
At Thameside, we aim:




To educate children that racism is unacceptable and will not be tolerated.
To ensure that all staff work and children learn with confidence in an environment that is free from racism,
stereotyping and racist bullying.
To ensure that all children have an equal share in the rising standards of educational attainment.

Examples of racist incidents:









name calling
verbal abuse and threats
graffiti
wearing racist badges
racist comments
ridicule of others' cultural differences
bringing racist material into school
physical assault which is racially motivated
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damage which is racially motivated
incitement to others to behave in a racist way
refusal to co-operate with others because of their ethnic origin

Procedures:















The Headteacher is responsible for implementing and monitoring school policy
A Governor will take overall responsibility for the racist incidents policy and procedure.
Staff and Governors will receive training re. their responsibilities.
Allegations will be treated seriously. Accurate records will be kept using CPOMS and the black file (kept in the
HT’s office).
Support will be given to the victim and reassurance that the matter will be investigated.
If the allegation is corroborated the perpetrator will be dealt with firmly- counsel as well as consequences.
Parents/guardians will be informed and advised of action taken.
Staff, governors, parents and pupils will be informed re. this policy and its procedures.
Staff will receive training.
Parental complaints re. racist incidents will be treated seriously and investigated in the manner in which any
parental complaint is managed. If the parent is not satisfied then they will be able to take their complaint to
higher levels (Headteacher, GB, LA).
Local authority forms will be used to record all racist incidents.
The admin officer will periodically report incidents to the LA
The school complies with Reading Borough Council’s Racist Incident Monitoring Procedure.

Consequences:
When children show antisocial behaviour, there need to be logical consequences that are done for the child, not to
the child.
At Thameside, there are two types of consequences which are used in tandem:
1.


Protective consequences
Removal of, or limited, freedom to manage harm

2.


Educational consequences
The learning, rehearsing or teaching so the freedom can be returned

When staff think about educational consequences, they give consideration to these questions:





What does the child need to learn?
How will I teach them?
How long will the consequences need to last?
How will I know that they have learnt / that the problem has been solved?

Protective and educational consequences may include:





Protective
Increased staff ratio
Limited access to outside space
Escorted in social situations
Restricted off site activities
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Educational
Completing tasks
Rehearsing and practicing
Assisting with repairs or the planning for repairs
to damaged property/belongings
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Differentiated teaching space i.e. a change in
group dynamics
Exclusion





Educational opportunities
Research of the real world implications
Constructive conversation and exploration

Group dynamics
A dynamic is the interactions of people when they are grouped with others either by choice or circumstance.
There are many group dynamics that operate across Thameside Primary - for example the classes children are taught
in – and, at times, differentiating the group dynamic can be the only option to:



Ensure the physical safety, wellbeing or opportunities of the child
Ensure the physical safety and wellbeing or opportunities of other children, staff or other elements of the
class dynamic.

Therefore, where we are unable to prevent unacceptable difficult or dangerous behaviour, the only option is to
proactively use differentiated experiences, environments and people to create a protective consequence.
If we need to change the dynamics of a classroom, we will:
Stage 1



Stage 2




Stage 3





Assess:
The number of safe learners
The number of children will difficult disruptive behaviours
The number of children with dangerous behaviours
Assess:
Available staff
Available locations
Necessary staff ratios
Permissible differentiation
Agree:
New groupings
Revised ratios
Targeted staffing
Differentiated activity and access

Small gardens at Thameside
There are times that some children find the classroom overwhelming and need access to a different working space.
These children may internalise or externalise their behaviour.
At Thameside, we have planned and controlled limited experiences for these children in ‘small gardens’.
‘Small gardens’ are working spaces for children that are:





Calm and soothing
Logical
Safe and secure
Proactive

Children go to ‘small gardens’ to complete their work in an environment that does not overwhelm them.
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Children are not taken to ‘small gardens’ for doing something ‘wrong’ – this time out of class to work in a
different environment is always predetermined, typically following an Anxiety Analysis (see Behaviour toolkit for
staff on common drive) or is provision identified in a child’s Therapeutic Plan.
If a child shows antisocial behaviour in class, they are not taken to a small garden, rather the Behaviour Ladder is
followed.

Therapeutic Plans:
In our policy, the Behaviour Ladder is the plan for the majority of our children; some children, however, may require a
Therapeutic Plan to formalise strategies that differentiate from policy.
Following an initial analysis, the Therapeutic Plan identifies different antisocial behaviours shown by a child and the
corresponding strategies staff should use to respond.
The procedure to writing a Therapeutic Plan typically involves:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Anxiety Analysis
Conscious and Subconscious Checklists
Therapeutic Tree
Therapeutic Plan Risk Calculator
Collaborative writing of the Therapeutic Plan (involving the pupil, family, Headteacher, Class teacher and
Inclusion Manager)

All of these tools for staff are located in the online Behaviour toolkit on common drive.
If a child has a Therapeutic Plan, it must be followed by all staff members. It makes clear the words, actions and
consequences that will apply to risky and/or dangerous behaviours that a specific child may be presenting with e.g.
climbing or running away. Staff unfamiliar with a child’s plan should radio for help from someone who knows it.

De-escalation:
All staff need to know how to promote prosocial behaviour and manage difficult or dangerous behaviour, and to have
an understanding of what behaviour might be communicating. All staff should focus on de-escalation and preventative
strategies rather than focusing solely on reactive strategies.
Key principles:









Staff should always speak to children respectfully and calmly – reducing conflict and leading by example
Staff should always help children to try to reduce conflict and to avoid escalating any situation
The importance of using a calm stance and de-escalation script in a conflict situation
‘Recovery time’ should be given for the child to calm down after an incident, after which time there should be
an opportunity for ‘Reflect, Repair & Restore’.
An individual risk management plan should be completed for any child for whom there is ‘foreseeable’ risk
that they may behave in a way that will cause harm to themselves, others or property
The importance of handling children in a safe way (see our Touch Policy)
The importance of being proactive in managing children’s behaviour i.e. trying to avoid situations which may
cause conflict
The importance of recording incidents and the harm caused by them
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The de-escalation script is a prepared script to be used when a child is trying to engage adults or others in conflict.
The script all staff should use is:
 Child’s name
 I can see something has happened.
 I’m here to help.
 Talk and I’ll listen.
 Come with me and …..
It is important that all staff use the same script, although it can be in a different order. The de-escalation script should
be used repeatedly, with no variation from it, until the child has been persuaded to leave the situation and calm
down.
Restorative debriefs:
‘An approach to inappropriate behaviour which puts repairing harm done to relationships and people over and
above the need for assigning blame and dispensing punishment.’ Professor George Wright, 1999
Restorative debriefs are about how we will talk to a child after an incident so that it doesn’t happen again.
Restorative debrief script:







Tell me the story in your own words
What were you thinking before, during and after the incident?
Who has been hurt or upset?
How can this harm be repaired?
Can we plan for a different response to the same experiences or feelings? Next time you feel ____, what are
you going to do? When I’m starting to feel a little bit ______, I will.
Do there need to be protective/educational consequences?

Differentiated resources staff may use:









Supported thinking
Social stories
Role-play with dolls/teddies/animals/pets
Comic strip conversations
Signing or signalling
Emotion cards
PATHS resources
Complete a Therapeutic Tree with the child

Exclusion:
Children who do not respond to the school's planned strategies to help them to overcome their difficulties will be
excluded for a short fixed term period with work set by school to be completed at home. Subsequent exclusions could
be for longer fixed terms with a reintegration programme agreed by school, parents/ carers and outside agencies.
Work will be provided to be completed at home. Permanent exclusion will follow if none of these strategies are
successful.
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A decision to exclude a child should only be made:



In response to serious breaches of a school’s behaviour policy; AND
Where allowing the pupil to stay at school would seriously harm the education or welfare of the pupil or of
others in the school.

There may be exceptional circumstances where it is appropriate to permanently exclude a child for a first or ‘one off’
disciplinary offence, and these can include:





Serious actual or threatened violence against another pupil or member of staff;
Sexual abuse or assault;
Supplying an illegal drug; or
Carrying an offensive weapon

Bullying is not tolerated at any level and may result in exclusion if it persists. The exclusion could be fixed term or
permanent depending upon the seriousness of the bullying (see appendix 3 for our Anti-Bullying Policy).

Therapeutic Interventions at Thameside:
When planning an intervention (learning or behaviour related) for a child at Thameside, we always give consideration
to whether or not it is therapeutically healthy i.e. will it create positive feelings?

Reflection

Positive/Calm Start

Daily Mile
Positive play
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This is a lunchtime place where children reflect on their behaviour with a senior leader
about choices that may have impacted negatively on others, their learning or on
property. Reflecting and then teaching positive behaviour is integral to Thameside. It
Children are only brought to Reflection by lunchtime support staff (LSS) if they have tried
to deal with the issue in the first instance and then deem it a necessary intervention for
the children involved.
The school day for some upper KS2 children begins with what they need: a calm start.
This is a time for children to play board games, have a quiet chat with their peers etc. It
prepares the children and gets them in the right frame of mind for the active learning
day ahead.
Children challenge themselves daily with their class peers to run a mile. It is not only
daily exercise, it releases endorphins and builds resilience and self-esteem.
A targeted provision for a small group of KS1 and KS2 children who are overwhelmed by
the dinner hall or playground at lunchtimes. It provides a quiet area to eat lunch and also
play opportunities to encourage friendships, turn taking and sharing.
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Lego therapy

Daily check ins
Mental Health First Aider
Peer Mediators

Social skills

Insideout

ELSA

Drawing and Talking

Our Inclusion manager is trained to deliver Lego therapy. It is a talk based therapy to
help children develop their social and interaction skills through a highly structured
individual or small group activity.
The school ELSA completes a daily check in with identified children across the school to
support their wellbeing.
We have a MHFA on site who has an in depth understanding of mental health and the
factors that can affect wellbeing.
A programme to teach children the principles and techniques of conflict resolution so
that they can solve their own minor disputes. It involves trained pupils (mediators)
leading the disputants through a structured process.
Is a small group of 4-6 targeted children led by an experienced member of staff who
teaches the children how to interact appropriately with others their age. The group helps
our children learn life skills such as conversation, friendship and problem-solving and to
control their emotions and understand other people’s perspectives.
The purpose of Insideout is to inspire children to be happy, inside and out, through a
whole-school culture of wellbeing. Because happy children learn better. Extensive
research compiled by the New Economics Foundation, in response to a commission by
the government’s Project on Mental Capital and Wellbeing, shows that there are 5
evidence-based actions that if practiced regularly, can improve personal wellbeing.
Insideout have linked each of these actions to a specific 'key'. We have adopted the '5
Keys of Happiness' to help us create our very own bespoke PSHCE curriculum to help us
ensure that these actions are fully embedded into our whole school curriculum.
We also offer Insideout wellbeing days for targeted children.
There will always be children and young people in schools facing life challenges that
detract from their ability to engage with learning. Some will require greater support to
increase their emotional literacy than others. ELSA is an initiative developed and
supported by educational psychologists. It recognises that children learn better and are
happier in school if their emotional needs are also addressed. ELSA work can be
delivered on an individual basis or in small groups - small groups are especially beneficial
in developing social and friendship skills. Sessions are fun, we use a range of activities
such as: games, role-play with puppets or arts and craft.
Drawing and Talking is a child-centred therapy focusing on prevention, early intervention
and recovery of mental health issues.

Monitoring and evaluation:
The effectiveness of this policy will be monitored by the Head and Deputy through incident reports. This will be
reported to the Governors through the Head Teacher’s termly report. This policy will be reviewed every two years.

S Greenaway
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Appendix
Contents:
1.
2.
3.

Behaviour Ladders
Level 4 letter template
Anti-Bullying Policy
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Behaviour Ladder
Level

Behaviour examples

Possible words by staff

1

 Talking
 Out of seat
 Noises
 Pushing
 Unkind remarks
 Bad language (one

Statement of reality:
“Charlie, you’re making a noise with your
pencil.”

Low level

off)

 Answering back e.g.
questioning a
situation
 Improper use of
school equipment

Never ask why they are doing it. It is
confrontational and you don’t actually
need to know why they are doing it – they
just need to stop.
Positive phrasing:
___(name) ____ thank you.
“Charlie put down your pencil thank you.”

Possible actions by
staff
 Eye contact
(stern stare,
raised eye brow)
 Assertive body
language (crossed
arms, frowns etc)
 Gentle touch on
the shoulder
 Direct to seat

Possible consequences

As above, then:
 Time limit set by
teacher for
appropriate
behaviour

 Send to parallel teacher with

Statement of limited choice:
“Charlie you can give the pencil to me or
put it down over there.
Pencil to me or over there.
Charlie you can give the pencil to me or put
it down over there.”

 Asking them to sit elsewhere in
the class
 Have a lining up order for
assemblies/transition times
 Items removed from reach
 Missing some break time to
complete work not finished or
completed to an unacceptable
standard
 Restorative justice e.g. clean an
area or repair damage
 Conversation with adult in
class/on playground with focus
on impact of behaviour on
others

Praise a choice when it’s made e.g. thank
you, you gave the pencil to me.

2
Moderate
level

Persistent and/or
sustained level 1
behaviour

 Refusal
 Hurting another

Also:
 Being close and whispering a firm
reminder
 Name/pause technique
 Praise of other children
 Reminder about behaviour and value
they are not following e.g. ‘Can I just
remind you that one of our values is ….’
‘The class charter says….’
 A quiet word
 Quiet unobtrusive ‘What should you be
doing?’ or ‘Are you ok?’
As above, then:
 Child spoken to sternly

 Verbal reminder of expected behaviour

person either
physically or
emotionally
 Serious misuse of
school equipment
e.g. scissors
 Dangerous play

3
Serious

Persistent and/or
sustained in relation
to behaviours listed
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First:
 Radio for assistance or send a child for support from SLT
member, preferably HT or DHT.

work

 Lose age appropriate minutes
from break time in classroom

 Sent to Reflection at
lunchtime, recorded on CPOMS
by teacher and parents
informed through taking home
a ‘Reflection Slip’
 Restorative justice e.g. clean an
area or repair damage
 Complete learning with a
parent outside of school hours
 Parents to be informed by class
teacher
 Work out of class with SLT
member for rest of the lesson
 Sent to Reflection at
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under level 2

 Persistent physical
or emotional harm
e.g. kicking, hitting,
spitting, biting,
pinching
 Throwing/kicking
objects that could
cause harm
 Vandalism
 Inciting other
children to
misbehave
 Swearing
(intentionally)
 Possession of
inappropriate
materials/objects
 Leaving the
classroom without
permission or refusal
to return to the
classroom

Radio script:
 To request help: ‘Please could we have some help in
_________’
 To request a specific person: ‘Mrs Greenaway, please
can you come to _____________’
 To request immediate support: ‘I need help now in
________________’
(NB: Adult requested must respond to say they are available to
attend to prevent other SLT members attending)
Attempt to de-escalate whilst waiting for support using:
Statement of reality
Positive phrasing
Statement of limited choice

lunchtime, recorded on CPOMS
by teacher and parents
informed
 Enter incident onto CPOMS
 Restorative justice e.g. clean an
area or repair damage
 Fixed term playground
exclusion
 Internal exclusion (to be
decided by HT)
 Therapeutic plan may be
required

Calmness – it is just as contagious as fear
 Appear calm and self-assured
 Maintain neutral facial expression
 Allow the child personal space
 Control your breathing
 Lower your voice and keep your tone even
Distraction and diversion
When a child is aggressive, they are responding with their own
fight-or-flight instincts and not thinking about their actions.
Distract them and engage their thinking brain, perhaps by
changing the subject or commenting on something that is
happening outside the window or somewhere else in the
playground.
NB: Humour will only work if you have a very good relationship
with the child and you are sure that it will work. Staff are not to
use sarcasm or humiliate the child.

4
Very
serious

Persistent and/or
sustained in relation
to behaviours listed
under level 3

 Deliberate and
persistent physical
or emotional harm
e.g. kicking, hitting,
spitting, biting,
pinching
 Children excluding
each other because
of looks, colour,
race, belief, gender
or disability
 Any form of
repeated bullying
(see appendix 3)
 Swearing to cause
upset
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In this instance, other actions are automatically by-passed. Child
is dealt with by HT/DHT immediately.
Radio script:
 To request help: ‘Please could we have some help in
_________’
 To request a specific person: ‘Mrs Greenaway, please
can you come to _____________’
 To request immediate support: ‘I need help now in
________________’

 Send to
Headteacher/Deputy/Assistant
Head
 Parents informed (Appendix 2
letter and phone call)
 Possible exclusion – internal or
external
 Possible reduced timetable
 Enter incident onto CPOMS
(HT/DHT)
 Restorative justice e.g clean
area, repair damage
 Possible
intervention/involvement from
other agencies, eg. police,
social workers etc.
 Possible intervention from
Governors
 Therapeutic behaviour plan put
into place
 Possible withdrawal from next
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5
Extremely
serious

 Stealing
 Serious injury to
someone else with
intent
 Verbal abuse to an
adult (of any sort)
 Incidents of a sexual
nature
Persistent and/or
sustained in relation
to behaviours listed
under level 4

 Possession of
harmful substances
or weapon
 Extreme danger or
violence
 Very serious
challenge to
authority –
persistent and
dangerous
 Physical abuse to
any staff

trip/event

In this instance, other actions are automatically by-passed. Child
is dealt with by HT/DHT immediately.
Radio script:
 To request help: ‘Please could we have some help in
_________’
 To request a specific person: ‘Mrs Greenaway, please
can you come to _____________’
 To request immediate support: ‘I need help now in
________________’

 Fixed term exclusion
 Possible permanent exclusion
 Acts relating to radicalisation,
covered within the ‘Prevent’
agenda

NB – children can jump levels according to the behaviour type. Persistence in lower level behaviours can result in a higher level. The safety of
the children is paramount in all situations.

Behaviour Ladder for Lunchtime Support Staff (LSS)
Level

Behaviour examples

Possible words by staff

1

 Pushing
 Unkind remarks
 Bad language (one

Statement of reality:
“Charlie, you’re not letting anyone else
use the ball.“

Low level
To be dealt
with by LSS
on the
playground

off)

 Answering back e.g.
questioning a
situation
 Improper use of play
equipment
 Dropping litter
 Inside when
shouldn’t be
 Running on the quad

Never ask why they are doing it. It is
confrontational and you don’t actually
need to know why they are doing it –
they just need to stop.
Positive phrasing:
___(name) ____ thank you.
“Charlie share the ball thank you.”
Statement of limited choice:
“Charlie you can give the ball to me or
put it down over there.
Ball to me or over there.
Charlie you can give the ball to me or
put it down over there.”

Possible actions by
staff
 Eye contact (stern
stare, raised eye
brow)
 Assertive body
language (crossed
arms, frowns etc)

 Direct children to the
Peer Mediators.

Possible consequences

 Stand next to adult for age
appropriate time on the
playground (e.g. FS might be 35 minutes, KS1 5 minutes and
KS2 5-10 minutes) and have
conversation with adult
focusing on impact of their
behaviour on others
 Play items removed for safety

 Restorative justice e.g. clean
an area or repair damage
(decided by HT/DHT)

Praise a choice when it’s made e.g.
thank you, you gave the ball to me.
Also:
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 Being close and whispering a firm
reminder

 Name/pause technique
 Praise of other children
 Reminder about behaviour and

2
Moderate
level

 Talking
 Noises
 Pushing
 Unkind remarks
 Bad language (one

value they are not following e.g.
‘Can I just remind you that one of
our values is ….’ ‘The class charter
says….’
 A quiet word
 Quiet unobtrusive ‘What should you
be doing?’ or ‘Are you ok?’
As above, then:
 Child spoken to quietly but sternly

 Calm verbal reminder of expected
behaviour

As above, then:
 Time limit set by LSS
for appropriate
behaviour

off)

 Answering back e.g.
questioning a
situation
 Improper use of play
equipment
 Dropping litter
 Inside when
shouldn’t be
 Running on the quad

 Persistent physical

3
Serious

or emotional harm
e.g. kicking, hitting,
spitting, biting,
pinching
 Throwing/kicking
objects that could
cause harm
 Vandalism
 Inciting other
children to
misbehave
 Swearing
(intentionally)
 Possession of
inappropriate
materials/objects

First:
 Radio for assistance or send a child for support from SLT
member, preferably HT or DHT.
Radio script:
 To request help: ‘Please could we have some help in
_________’
 To request a specific person: ‘Mrs Greenaway, please
can you come to _____________’
 To request immediate support: ‘I need help now in
________________’

 Stand next to adult for age
appropriate time on the
playground and have
conversation with adult
focusing on impact of their
behaviour on others
 If the LSS deems it necessary,
the child(ren) is taken to
Reflection at lunchtime,
recorded on CPOMS by SLT
leading reflection and parents
informed by Reflection slip in
book bag
 Play items removed for safety
 Restorative justice e.g. clean
an area or repair damage
(decided by HT/DHT)
 Taken to Reflection where
member of SLT will implement
one of the level 3
consequences. For younger
children, this may lead to
compulsory attendance at
Positive Play.

Attempt to de-escalate whilst waiting for support using:
Statement of reality
Positive phrasing
Statement of limited choice
Calmness – it is just as contagious as fear
 Appear calm and self-assured
 Maintain neutral facial expression
 Allow the child personal space
 Control your breathing
 Lower your voice and keep your tone even
Distraction and diversion
When a child is aggressive, they are responding with their own
fight-or-flight instincts and not thinking about their actions.
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Distract them and engage their thinking brain, perhaps by
changing the subject or commenting on something that is
happening outside the window or somewhere else in the
playground.
NB: Humour will only work if you have a very good relationship
with the child and you are sure that it will work. Staff are not to
use sarcasm or humiliate the child.
4
Very
serious

Persistent and/or
sustained in relation
to behaviours listed
under level 3

 Deliberate and

5
Extremely
serious

persistent physical
or emotional harm
e.g. kicking, hitting,
spitting, biting,
pinching
 Children excluding
each other because
of looks, colour,
race, belief, gender
or disability
 Any form of
repeated bullying
(see appendix 3)
 Swearing to cause
upset
 Stealing
 Serious injury to
someone else with
intent
 Verbal abuse to an
adult (of any sort)
 Incidents of a sexual
nature
Persistent and/or
sustained in relation
to behaviours listed
under level 4

 Possession of
harmful substances
or weapon
 Extreme danger or
violence
 Very serious
challenge to
authority –
persistent and
dangerous
 Physical abuse to
any staff

In this instance, other actions are automatically by-passed. Child
is dealt with by HT/DHT immediately.
Radio script:
 To request help: ‘Please could we have some help in
_________’
 To request a specific person: ‘Mrs Greenaway, please
can you come to _____________’
 To request immediate support: ‘I need help now in
________________’

 Send to Assistant/
Headteacher

 Parents informed (Appendix 2
letter and phone call)

 Possible exclusion – internal or
external

 Possible reduced timetable
 Enter incident onto CPOMS
(HT/DHT)

 Restorative justice e.g clean
area, repair damage

 Possible
intervention/involvement from
other agencies, eg. police,
social workers etc.
 Possible intervention from
Governors
 Therapeutic behaviour plan
put into place
 Possible withdrawal from next
trip/event

In this instance, other actions are automatically by-passed. Child
is dealt with by HT/DHT immediately.
Radio script:
 To request help: ‘Please could we have some help in
_________’
 To request a specific person: ‘Mrs Greenaway, please
can you come to _____________’
 To request immediate support: ‘I need help now in
________________’

 Fixed term exclusion
 Possible permanent exclusion
 Acts relating to radicalisation,
covered within the ‘Prevent’
agenda

NB – children can jump levels according to the behaviour type. Persistence in lower level behaviours can result in a higher level. The safety of
the children is paramount in all situations.
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Level 4 Letter Template

Dear Parent/Carer of ________________

It is our school policy to inform parents in writing in the event of very serious antisocial behaviour. This
letter is to inform you that your child
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

As a consequence, your child has spent a period of time with a senior teacher, discussing an account of how
today’s incident occurred. This has been recorded on the school database for future reference. It is clear
that your child understands that behaviour of this kind is unacceptable and that it must not happen again. I
consider this incident to now be resolved. However, you will be contacted again if necessary.

We believe in establishing positive partnerships with parents as this is a key part of promoting and
maintaining high standards of behaviour. If you have particular concerns regarding your child’s behaviour,
either in relation to today’s incident or in general please contact the school to make an appointment with a
senior member of staff.

Yours sincerely

Head teacher/Deputy Head teacher
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Thameside Primary School Anti-Bullying Policy

1. Objectives of this Policy
Thameside Primary School Anti-Bullying Policy outlines what Thameside School will do to prevent and tackle
bullying. The policy has been drawn up through the involvement of the whole school community.
2.




Our school community:
Discusses, monitors and reviews our anti-bullying policy on a regular basis.
Supports staff to promote positive relationships and identify and tackle bullying appropriately.
Ensures that pupils are aware that all bullying concerns will be dealt with sensitively and effectively;
that pupils feel safe to learn; and that pupils abide by the anti-bullying policy.
Reports back to parents/carers regarding their concerns on bullying and deals promptly with
complaints. Parents/ carers in turn work with the school to uphold the anti-bullying policy.
Seeks to learn from good anti-bullying practice elsewhere and utilises support from the Local Authority and
other relevant organisations when appropriate.




3. Definition of bullying
Bullying is a subjective experience and can take many forms. Bullying is the intentional (physical or emotional) hurting
of one person by another, where the relationship involves an imbalance of power. It is usually repetitive or persistent,
although some one-off attacks can have a continuing harmful effect on the victim.
Bullying can include: name calling, taunting, mocking, making offensive comments; kicking; hitting; taking belongings;
inappropriate text messaging and electronic messaging (including through web-sites, Social Networking sites and
Instant Messenger); sending offensive or degrading images by phone or via the internet; producing offensive graffiti;
gossiping; excluding people from groups and spreading hurtful and untruthful rumours.
4.

Forms of bullying covered by this Policy
Bullying can happen to anyone.

This policy covers all types of bullying including:








Bullying related to race, religion or culture.
Bullying related to special educational needs.
Bullying related to appearance or health conditions.
Bullying related to sexual orientation.
Bullying of young carers or looked after children or otherwise related to home circumstances.
Sexist or sexual bullying.
Cyber bullying.

5.

Preventing, identifying and responding to bullying

We will:



Expect all staff and outside agencies to identify all forms of prejudice-driven bullying.
Actively provide systematic opportunities to develop pupils’ social and emotional skills, including their
resilience.
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Consider all opportunities for addressing bullying including through the curriculum, through displays, through
peer support and through the School Council.
Train all staff including lunchtime staff to identify bullying and follow school policy and procedures on
bullying.
Actively create “safe spaces” for vulnerable children e.g. Positive play at lunchtimes.

6. Involvement of pupils / students
We will:









Regularly canvas children and young people’s views on the extent and nature of bullying for example by the
Inclusion Manager as well as by teachers in PSHCE lessons and through conversations with children
Ensure students know how to express worries and anxieties about bullying e.g. using the worry box.
Ensure all students are aware of the range of sanctions which may be applied against those engaging in
bullying.
Involve students in anti-bullying campaigns in schools.
Publicise the details of helplines and websites.
Offer support to students who have been bullied.
Work with students who have been bullying in order to address the problems they have.
Offer advice to students about bullying through our Safeguarding Leaflet for children (see below).
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Please also see our ‘Thameside School Behaviour and Safety Charter’ (below) which is created with the children.
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7. Liaison with parents and carers
We will:





Ensure that parents / carers know whom to contact if they are worried about bullying – Mrs Greenaway
(head@thameside.reading.sch.uk)
Ensure parents know about our complaints procedure (located on our school website) and how to use it
effectively.
Ensure parents / carers know where to access independent advice about bullying.
Work with parents and the local community to address issues beyond the school gates that give rise to
bullying e.g. through our ‘Travelling to and from school alone’ policy.
https://www.thamesideprimary.co.uk/page/?title=Anti-Bullying&pid=143

8. Links with other school policies and practices
This Policy links with a number of other school policies, practices and action plans including:









Behaviour policy (this policy forms part of the Behaviour Policy)
Complaints procedures
Equality Scheme and Accessibility Plan
The recording of racial incidents
The teaching of Citizenship and PSHCE Education
Thameside e safety policy
Thameside Inclusion policy
Mobile phone use policy

9. Monitoring & review, policy into practice
We will review this Policy at least once every two years as well as if incidents occur that suggest the need for
review. The school uses the guidance by the DfE to inform its action planning to prevent and tackle bullying.
10. Responsibilities
This Policy only works if it ensures that the whole school community understands that bullying is not tolerated and
understands the steps that will be taken to both prevent and respond to bullying.
It is the responsibility of:





School Governors to take a lead role in monitoring and reviewing this policy.
Governors, the Head teacher, Senior Managers, Teaching and Non-Teaching staff to be aware of this policy
and implement it accordingly.
The Head teacher to communicate the policy to the school community.
Pupils to abide by the policy.

Source Material
Guidance on Developing Your School Behaviour Policy (From Learning Behaviour Principles and Practice - What Works
in Schools)
Bullying – A Charter for Action, DCSF
Safe to Learn, Embedding anti-bullying work in schools, DCSF, 2007
Preventing and Tackling Bullying Advice (DfE 2014)
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